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Dynamic scahng theory proposed by Halperin and Hohenberg has been successfully applied to
small-q neutron scattering data in the past. However, recent constant-E-scan neutron scattering
data cannot be explained by dynamic scaling theory and a Lorentzian spectral ~eight function.
This seeming contradiction can be removed by a crossover of the spectral weight function from a
Lorentzian function to a Gaussian function as q becomes large.

The magnetic phase transitions of the 3d ferromagnetic
metals Fe and Ni have been extensively studied in the past
twenty years with a variety of different techniques. '
Among all those techniques, inelastic neutron scattering
has played a major role in the study of the spin dynamics
near the critical region as a result of its ability to map out
the wave-vector and energy dependence of the spectral
weight function F(q, E).
In neutron scattering, the scattering function S(q, E) is
given by

S(q, E) X(q)F(q, E),

1-exp

-E

,

t

(1)

where X(q) is the static susceptibility and is given by the
ornstein-Zernike form g(q)~1/(trz+qz) at small wave
vector q. F(q, E) is the spectral weight function; at small
q as a ftrstwrder approximation, it can be taken to be a
single Lorentzian and has the following form:
1
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"
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where A is a material-dependent
constant, z is the dynamic exponent, f(tc/q) is a scaling function, and tr is the inverse correlation length; at T T„f(tr/q)
f(0) 1.
In early neutron scattering experiments'
at small
wave vector q, the scattering function $(q, E) was usually
sampled by a constant-q scan. In these measurements, the
energy dependence of the scattering function is taken at
different q values. The energy linewidth I (q) is then
fitted via FAI. (3), and A and z are obtained. This kind of
analysis' 3 has been quite successful for q &0.15 A
and good agreements were found between measurements
and dynamic scaling theory. For example, all the scattering functions can be Stted with a Lorentzian form lEq.
(2)l, and the dynamic exponent z was found to be 2.7(2)
for Fe (Ref. 1) and 2.46(25) for Ni (Ref. 2) and agreed
with the three-dimensional
(3D) Heisenberg exchange
modeL Because of the steepness of the dispersion curve, it

1
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Lynn'o has shown that the theoretical relation between
the energy E and the peak position qo in the constant E
scan experiment is given by

E -3Aq)i'
and the full width at half maximum versus peak position is
given by

q~

'

where I (q) delnes a characteristic energy by which the
dynamics of the spina are scaled.
According to dynamic scaling theory, both the spectral
weight function F(q, E) and linewidth I (q) are homogenous functions. In particular, I (q) can be expressed as

r(q) Aq'f (tr/q),

is very difficult to extend the constant q measurement to
large q. Instead, constant-E scan measurements were taken at large E by Lynn and co-workers. s
In their experiments, the wave-vector dependence of the scattering function is measured at different E values. At T T, and, assuming Eq. (2) is valid, S(q, E) can be written as

~1.573qo

(6)

.

When the measurements
are compared with the above
analysis, they seem to indicate a breakdown of the dynamic scaling analysis. This breakdown causes some controversies between small q (or theory) and large E data. For
example, it was found that (1) the material-dependent
constants A obtained from Eq. (5) for large E data are
less than half the values obtained from Eq. (3) for small q
data and (2) the full width at half maximum q„of the
constant E scan data at 0.2 A ' &qo(0. 8 A. ' deviate
from the prediction of Eq. (6).
Here, we propose that the spectral weight function
F(q, E) crosses over to a Gaussian function as q becomes
large. However, we do not expect this hypothesis to hold
true as q approaches the zone boundary. ' Using this
crossover hypothesis, the inconsistencies between the
small q and large E measurements can be removed.
Assuming a Gaussian spectral weight function, the
scattering function at T T, is given by

S( E)

1

1

q2 &qsiz

"

E
2&zqs

E/kT

1
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The peak position qo in constant E scan experiments
can be found by taking the derivative of Eq. (7) with
Q~1988 The American Physical Society
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TABLE I. Comparison of A values obtained in different

q re-

gions and different equations.

)

A (meVA'12

Small q

[Eq. (3)]

Large q

Large q

[Eq. (5)]

[Eq. (g)l

130
350

Fe
Ni

3
5

&/2

(8)

Aqgz .

The full width at half maximum q„of the scattering
at constant E can be obtained by setting
S(q~, E) S(qo, E)/2 and solving for q1. There are two
real roots whose difference gives the full width at half
maximum q~.
function

q

0.552qo .

When we compare Eq. (8) with neutron data at large E,
good agreement is found. The best 6t of large E data to

100 - Fe

+ Constant-ERef.

80

based on the Gaussian and the Lorentzian spectral weight
data. This plot
function together with experimental
makes clear that the deviation of the large E data from
1.573qo can be interpreted as crossover of the specq
tral weight function to a Gaussian form. Presently, there
2 A '. For qo & 0.2
is no constant-E scan data for qo
8meV), the data already deviate from q„
1.573qo and approach
552qo for qo & 0.7
In the same graph, a dashed line predicted b~ the asymptotic renormalization-group
(RG) theory 3'4 is also
shown. We will discuss this result later on.
The concept of crossover is not new in the study of critical dynamics. In the hyperfine studies of the spin dynamics' of Fe and Ni, it was found that at small q, the spin
dynamics changes over from the 3D Heisenberg model
with z 2.5 to spin-nonconserved model with z 2.0. The
concept of using a form other than Lorentzian form for
the spectral weight function is also not new. 's Hubbard'
has shown that for large a/q, the spectral weight function
will be Lorentzian; as r/q approaches zero, the spectral
weight function will have a shape very similar to Gausshave pointed out that in
ian. Marshall and Lovesey'
general the spectral weight function is approximately
Gaussian. There are two exceptions to the Gaussian form
which occur for (a) very small q at any value of T, and
(b) at T=T, with q near to an ordering vector. ' So it is
not surprising that the Lorentzian form only cannot describe the experimental data adequately when q becomes
large.
We can qualitatively explain the origin of this crossover
of the spectral weight function as follows. In the small-q
approximation), each neutron
regime (long-wavelength
samples a large domain in real space. The time response
is an exponential function, so the total differentia[ cross
section will have a homogeneously broadened line shape,

(E)

respect to q and set it equal to zero, which yields

E

Eq. (8) yields A-139 meVA ~ for Fe and A-318
meVA ~ for Ni. These values compare favorably with
the values obtained by small-q data as can be seen from
Table I and Fig. 1.
In Fig. 2 we plot the predicted behavior of q vs qo
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FIG. 1. The energy vs peak positions qo relation for (a) Fe
and (b) Ni at T
T, . The dashed lines are Eq. (5) with A obtained from small q data. The solid lines are the best 6t to Eq.

~

(g).
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FIG. 2. Comparison
tions qo for Lorentzian
Experimental data on
dashed Une is predicted

'j

of the calculated width q

vs peak posiand Gaussian spectral ~eight functions.
Fe are also shown here (Ref. 10). The
by an asymptotic RG theory (Ref. 13).
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FIG. 3. Comparison of the Gaussian shape function (dotted
line), with the modified Lorentzian shape function (dashed hue)
of Ref. 20, and the asymptotic RG shape function (solid line) of
Ref. 13. Note that x ~ 1.28m/I .
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i.e., Lorentzian

form. As the wave vector q becomes
large, each neutron will sample a smaller domain in real
space, applying the central limiting thcerem, the total
differential cross section will reSect an inhomogeneously
broadened line shape, namely, a Gaussian.
Recently, Folk and Iro'3' proposed an asymptotic RG
theory approach to explain the discrepancies between
large-E data and the dynamic scaling theory. They predicted a slope of 0.75 for the q vs qs plot as shown in Fig.
2. It will be valuable to extend the constant-E scan experiment to both small-E (qo&0. 2 A ') and large-E
(qo & 0.8 A ') regions.
Another approach to this problem was taken by the
Shirane and co-workers. z ' They proposed a modified
Lorentzian form for the spectral weight function. With a
fitting parameter c O. l, they were able to explain the
large-E data (see Fig. 12 of Ref. 20). In Fig. 3, we plot
the line-shape function p(x) based on the asymptotic RG
theory (where x m/Aq*), together with the modified
Lorentzian and Gaussian form. For small x (large q), the
Gaussian function is identical to p(x). For large x (small
q), the Gaussian function deviates from p(x). This is expected because the Gaussian function is only valid for
large q.
A final comparison with experiment is shown in Fig. 4.
Here we plot the shape of the scattering function S(q, E)
at constant E as predicted by the Gaussian, modified
Lorentzian, and Lorentzian form at T 1.02T, .
The fits to Lynn's data are also shown in the same
figure. We can see that while Lorentzian form cannot describe the data, both Gaussian and modified Lorentzian
forms are a considerable improvement over the LorentziRQ form.
In conclusion, a crossover of spectral weight function
was proposed to explain the constant-E scan neutron data
in Fe and Ni at large E. It was shown that the discrepancy between the measured values of A in the constant-q
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FIG. 4. Comparison of the scattering function S(q, m) Obtained by Lynn (Ref. 9) with predictions based on modified
Lorentzian (Ref. 20) form, and prediction based on Gaussian
form. These curves are calculated with T 1.02T, and
f(r/q) exp( —1.83a'/q)+0. 43(a/q) '~ (Ref. 22). We have
not taken the instrument
tion.

resolution into account in our calcula-

scan (small q) and constant-E scan (large E) can be removed by our crossover hypothesis. The deviation from a
straight line of the q vs qo data can also be viewed as an
indicator of crossover to Gaussian spectral weight funct10fl.
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